
ITEM NAME: Coral Coast Wimberley 48" Glass Top 
Dining Table 

SKU:  ALH1970-1 

For assistance with assembly, please contact customer service  
 

1-888-880-4884 



PARTS LIST 

PART DESCRIPTION PICTURE QTY 

A TABLE TOP 

 

1 

B LEG CONNECTOR RING 
 

1 

C TABLE LEG 

 

4 

D 
WASHER 
(Pre-attached to legs) 

 
8 

E 
BOLT 
(Pre-attached to legs) 

 
8 

F BOLT COVER 
 

8 

G HEX SCREW DRIVER 

 

1 

WARNING! 

 Do not step on the glass during assembly as it will break. 
 Dining tables have a 200 lbs weight capacity. 
 Do not put hot items directly on the glass top. 
 Tempered glass when shattered will break into tiny pieces as a safety precaution. 

Please read instructions carefully and thoroughly before assembling.  Check the parts against the parts list 
to ensure you have all the parts needed for proper assembly.  Familiarize yourself with the inventory of 

parts and the accompanying illustrations to ensure safe and proper assembly.   
 

Place table on a carpeted flat surface to prevent scratching.  



Figure 1 

 

 
 
Align the bolt holes in the leg connector ring (B) with 
those on the table legs (C).  From the inside of the leg 
connector ring (B), loosely attach leg connector ring (B) 
to the table legs (C) using bolts (E) through washers 
(D).   
 
DO NOT TIGHTEN BOLTS  AND NUTS AT THIS 
POINT. 
 

 
 

Check the alignment of all table legs (C) and adjust if 
necessary.  Once the alignment is correct, tighten bolts 
(E) with hex screw driver (G). 
Cover bolts (E) with bolt covers (F).  With the help of 
another person, carefully turn the table to the upright 
position. The table is ready for your enjoyment.  
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Carefully place the table top (A) upside down on a  soft 
surface.  Remove bolts (E) and washers (D) from the 
table legs (C). Slide the table legs (C) with the glass 
bumpers facing the underside of the glass top, into the 
plastic leg brackets attached to the table rim as shown 
in figure 1. 
 

 

 1 

Figure 2 

NOTE: Repeated assembly can weaken the locking ability of the washers.  Periodically check to make 
sure the bolts are tight. 


